
Pricing is an 
estimate only based 
on the average dog of 
the breed. Pricing can 
sometimes be more 
than stated below.
If a dog is matted, 
difficult to handle, 
larger than standard 
or the coat is in a 
condition that takes 
longer to groom than 
the average time the 
pricing is likely to 
increase.
Thank you

Breed

Matted Dogs
If  your dog is matted 
there is a minimum 
£10 extra charge if  
the matts cannot be 
brushed out with ease.

Bath	and	Tidy Full	Groom

April 2019

Handstrip

Affenspinscher £20 £41 £46-£51
Afgan	Hound £38 £56
Airedale £27 £56-£64 £67+
Akita £69+
Alaskan	Malamute £69+ £75+
American	Cocker	
Spaniel £24 Clip	Off	£39

Full	Coat	£44-48 £50

American	Water	
Spaniel £24 Clip	Off	£40

Full	Coat	£44-48
Australian	Terrier 20 £39 £44-£49
Basenji £25
Basset	Hound £35-£37
Beagle £20

Bearded	Collie £44-£52 Clip	Off		£54
Full	Coat		£60-£65

Bedlington	Terrier £20 £40-£44
Belgian	Shepherd £49 £55-59
Bernese	Mountain	
Dog £65 £100	-	120

Bichon	Frise £25 £41-£44
Bloodhound £31	-	£39
Border	Collie £35 £45	-£48
Border	Terrier £20 £40-41 £49+
Borzoi £37 £44+
Boston	Terrier £17
Boxer £33-£38
Briard £59-£64 £69	-	£78
BriPany £33
Bulldog £32	-	£42
BullmasRff £46	-	£56
Cairn	Terrier £20 £41-£44 £48+
Canaan	Dog £31
Cavalier	King	Charles	
Spaniel £20 £37	-	£44 £41	-£51

Chihuahua	(Long	
Coat) £18 £26

Chihuahua	(Smooth	
Coat) £12

Chinese	Crested	
Hairless £16 £33

Chinese	Crested	
Powderpuff £16 £36-£39

Chow	Chow £80	-	£100+ £100-£140+
Clumber	Spaniel £24 £45-£50 £54-£64
Curly	Coated	
Retriever £25 £42-£45

Dachshund
£19
£19
£17

Wire	Coat	£34
Long	Coat	£34
Smooth	Coat	N/A

£47-50
N/A
N/A

DalmaRon £33-£39
Dandy	Dinmont £20-£23 £41-£50 £52-£60
Deerhound £33-£40 £44+ £49	-	£54
Doberman £34
Dogue	De	Bordeaux £49

English	Cocker	Spaniel £22	-	£24 Clip	Off	£41
Full	Coat	£43	-	£49 £50

English	SePer £26 £44	-	£47 £59
English	Springer	
Spaniel £19-£22 Clip	Off	£41

Full	Coat	£44 £49

English	Toy	Terrier £16
Field	Spaniel £20 £39 £49
Finnish	Spitz £25 £34
Flat	Coated	Retriever £26 £46-£52
Fox	Hound £20
French	Bulldog £19-30
German	Shepherd	
(Long	Coat) £65	-	£85 £85	-	£115

German	Shepherd	
(Short	Coat) £49	-	£55

German	Spitz £25 £33
Giant	Schnauzer £39 £55-£64 £60-£70
Great	Dane £45-49
Greyhound £24-28
Golden	Retriever £42 £50-54
Gordon	SePer £25 £44
Havanese £23 £39-£45
Husky £60+
Irish	Terrier £20 £39 £50
Irish	Wolaound £37 £51 £62
Italian	Greyhound £16
Italian	Spinone £27-£32 £49-£58 £69+
Jack	Russel £18
Japanese	Chin £18 £36
Kerry	Blue	Terrier £21-25 £44-£48 £57+
King	Charles	Spaniel £20 £36	-£41 £45+
Labrador £34	-	£49
Lakeland	Terrier £20 £39 £49+
Leonberger £57+
Lhaso	Apso £20 £41	-	£46
Maltese	Terrier £20 £35	-	£41
Manchester	Terrier £20
MasRff £49

Miniature	Dachshund
Under	11lbs

£16
£16
£14

Wire	Coat	£34
Long	Coat	£34
Smooth	Coat	N/A

£44+
N/A
N/A

Miniature	Pinscher £17
Miniature	Poodle £24 £41-£54
Miniature	Schnauzer £20 £39	-	46 £45+
Neapolitan	MasRff £52
Newfoundland £70	-£85 £90	-	110
Norfolk	Terrier £20 £41 £49+
Norwich	Terrier £14 £41 £49+

Old	English	Sheepdog £41+ Clip	Off	£50+
Full	Coat	£57-£68

OPerhound £38 £44
Papillon £20 £35
Parsons	Russel £20 £35	-	£41 £39-£45
Pekingnese £24 £41-£44
Pembroke	Welsh	
Corgi £44

Pomeranian £21 £37-£49
Pug £17
Pyrenean	Mountain	
Dog £70+

Red	SePer £28 £45+ £60+
Rhodesian	Ridgeback £34	-	£40
RoPweiler £34-£41
Rough	Collie £61+ £69+

Russian	Black	Terrier £40-£46 Clip	Off	£60+
Full	Coat	£70+ £88+

Saint	Bernard £65+
Saluki £27 £36
Samoyed £55
Schnauzer £26	-	£34 £52-£67 £74
Scodsh	Terrier £20-£25 £36-£46 £49-£57
Sharpei £22-£32
Shetland	Sheepdog £42
Shiba	Inu £27-£33
Shih	Tzu £20 £41	-	£46
Smooth	Collie £39
Smooth	Fox	Terrier £20
Soe	Coated	Wheaton £24-£30 £42-£65 £55+
Spanish	Water	Dog £25 £42	-	£49
Staffordshire	Bull	
Terrier £20	-	£28

Standard	Poodle £32-£41 £50	-£67+
Swedish	Laphund £62 £69	-	95
Tibetan	MasRff £62 £69	-	95
Tibetan	Spaniel £28 £39 £45
Tibetan	Terrier £20 £41	-	£44
Toy	Poodle £20 £41	-	£49
Weimeraner £32-38
Welsh	Springer	
Spaniel £21-£23 Clip	Off	£40

Full	Coat	£42-46 £54

Welsh	Terrier £20 £39 £54+
WesRe £20 £39-	£46 £52
Whippet £20
Wire	Fox	Terrier £20 £39 £50
Yorkshire	Terrier £17 £31

Designer	Breeds

Cockapoo £27+ Clip	Off	£40	-	£49
Full	Coat	£44	-	£60+

Cavapoo £25+ Clip	Off	£39	-	£42
Full	Coat	£42	-	£60+

Labradoodle £33+ Clip	off	£50	-	£59+
Full	Coat	£59	-	£70+

Goldendoodle £33+ Clip	off	£50	-	£59+
Full	Coat	£59	-	£70+
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Norwich	Terrier £14 £41 £49+

Old	English	Sheepdog £41+ Clip	Off	£50+
Full	Coat	£57-£68

OPerhound £38 £44
Papillon £20 £35
Parsons	Russel £20 £35	-	£41 £39-£45
Pekingnese £24 £41-£44
Pembroke	Welsh	
Corgi £44

Pomeranian £21 £37-£49
Pug £17
Pyrenean	Mountain	
Dog £70+

Red	SePer £28 £45+ £60+
Rhodesian	Ridgeback £34	-	£40
RoPweiler £34-£41
Rough	Collie £61+ £69+

Russian	Black	Terrier £40-£46 Clip	Off	£60+
Full	Coat	£70+ £88+

Saint	Bernard £65+
Saluki £27 £36
Samoyed £55
Schnauzer £26	-	£34 £52-£67 £74
Scodsh	Terrier £20-£25 £36-£46 £49-£57
Sharpei £22-£32
Shetland	Sheepdog £42
Shiba	Inu £27-£33
Shih	Tzu £20 £41	-	£46
Smooth	Collie £39
Smooth	Fox	Terrier £20
Soe	Coated	Wheaton £24-£30 £42-£65 £55+
Spanish	Water	Dog £25 £42	-	£49
Staffordshire	Bull	
Terrier £20	-	£28

Standard	Poodle £32-£41 £50	-£67+
Swedish	Laphund £62 £69	-	95
Tibetan	MasRff £62 £69	-	95
Tibetan	Spaniel £28 £39 £45
Tibetan	Terrier £20 £41	-	£44
Toy	Poodle £20 £41	-	£49
Weimeraner £32-38
Welsh	Springer	
Spaniel £21-£23 Clip	Off	£40

Full	Coat	£42-46 £54

Welsh	Terrier £20 £39 £54+
WesRe £20 £39-	£46 £52
Whippet £20
Wire	Fox	Terrier £20 £39 £50
Yorkshire	Terrier £17 £31

Designer	Breeds

Cockapoo £27+ Clip	Off	£40	-	£49
Full	Coat	£44	-	£60+

Cavapoo £25+ Clip	Off	£39	-	£42
Full	Coat	£42	-	£60+

Labradoodle £33+ Clip	off	£50	-	£59+
Full	Coat	£59	-	£70+

Goldendoodle £33+ Clip	off	£50	-	£59+
Full	Coat	£59	-	£70+

De-ma9ng	-	If	your	dog	is	maPed	there	will	be	a	minimum	de-madng	charge	of	£10	per	half	if	the	
maPs	cannot	be	brushed	out	with	ease.

Bath	and	Tidy	Includes:

- Bath;	Shampoo	x2,	CondiRoner	(if	needed)

- Blowdry	

- Brushed	from	nose	to	tail

- In-between	Pads	trimmed

- claws	trimmed,

- Facial	hygiene	trim	(if	needed)

- Rear	end	hygiene	trim

- Ears	cleaned

- Cologne	



Full	Groom	Includes:

- Bath;	Shampoo	x2,	CondiRoner	

- Blowdry

- Brushed	from	nose	to	tail

- Clipping,	Scissoring,	Thinning;	Full	Style	body

- In-between	Pads	trimmed	

- Claws	Trimmed

- Facial	Hygiene	Trim

-													Ears	Plucked	and	Cleaned

-													Cologne


